SOS LTD—— A POTENTIAL STOCK COMPANY THAT HAS
BEEN MALICIOUSLY SHORTED

I. Is SOS maliciously shorted?
Hidenburg research issued a short report on SOS, which did capture a lot of SOS's pain points: company
address, mining machine source, source company website, website registration time. Shorting reports that
SOS is a worthless company (worth $0). However, the authenticity and purpose of the short report need to
be considered.

The above content in figure 1 is a screenshot of Hidenburg Research's Twitter content and picture download.
According to the office address, our organization made a detailed investigation. There are two buildings
in the office address park, one is Jiudingfeng Hotel, the other is Jiudingfeng Office Building (rented to SOS
as a registered address), the two buildings are next to each other.

If the Hidenburg investigators have really arrived at the office address for actual inspection, the
possibility of seeing only the hotel but not the office building is very small, but the office building is not
reflected in the picture of the initial report, indicating that the report is very maliciously biased and
misleading.

Figure 2 actual scene of Baidu map
China's "company registered address" and "actual office address" are two concepts. The registered
address of a company is generally that the company pays a certain fee to lease the address as a registered
address, and generally gives it to a third-party service company or financial staff of the company to take
charge of the work, the actual office address does not necessarily match the address, and the SOS official
website has updated the headquarters office address.

Figure 3 Jiudingfeng Group Building (registered address of SOS Company)

Figure 4 actual shooting of SOS headquarters (consistent with the office address published on its official website)

Figure 5 SOS office address headquarters hall actual shot

Figure 6 details of the SOS headquarters building
Coincidentally, the short report was released on Friday, Eastern time, and Saturday, Beijing time,
especially the recent instability of the US stock market, which is an excellent time to take advantage of retail
panic to release the short report. Therefore, our organization thinks that the reliability of other information
in the short report is also greatly reduced!

II. The true strength of SOS
1.1

The actual structure of the company

The main body of SOS limited Cayman is a listed company in the United States, and its affiliated China
Aid Co., Ltd., China SOS Limited (HK), holds domestic SOS companies.

Figure 7 ICRIS (HK) China Aid Co., Ltd. Query screenshot

Chart 8 Tianyan check the actual control of China Aid Co., Ltd.

Among them SOS company, CEO Wang Yandai, legal representative Wang Yilin, and legal person
holding partner Sun Mingzhou. The business of the three is closely related, and the whole can be divided
into two parts, which are temporarily summarized as SOS system (involving big data, cloud computing,
blockchain business direction) and Imperial Insurance Department (insurance, leasing, investment, industry,

etc.). And the registered capital of the three affiliated enterprises has reached more than 1 billion, and even
has business relations with Tencent, one of the top 100 companies in the world.

The above data and contents in figure 9 are from Tianyuan Cha and Zhilian APP.

1.2 The transformation and layout of the company's business
1.2.1 Insurance business:
In August 2020, SOS Limited announced that it had obtained its qualification as an insurance
broker in China through the acquisition of Inner Mongolia Post Insurance Agency Co., Ltd., and
officially changed its name to Inner Mongolia SOS Insurance Agency Co., Ltd. Our organization
believes that this is a further exploration of the business transformation of SOS companies in 2020
and will become an exploratory step for SOS to further acquire a national insurance brokerage
company in 2021

.
Figure 10 screenshot of industry data of insurance brokerage business licence

And the threshold for private enterprises to enter the insurance industry is extremely
high, so the acquisition of national insurance brokers will bring strong business opportunities for
SOS. Since August 2018 (data up to July 15, 2020), the Bancassurance Regulatory Commission
has not wholesale new insurance intermediary licenses. It is understood that only one insurance
broker license with a registered capital of 50 million yuan nationwide with online sales
qualification has an estimated value of 3000-50 million yuan. And at present, a national license
plate is often dozens or even hundreds of branches. It is believed that when SOS acquires a
national insurance brokerage company, it will bring dozens or even hundreds of times the
market value and income brought by Inner Mongolia SOS Insurance Agency Co., Ltd.
Yongbao is a strong customer base brought by the company's insurance business to
SOS. As mentioned above, the business of the three senior executives of the company is closely
related, we have reason to believe that the customer group of Yongbao will be the potential
customers of SOS, while acquiring insurance brokers, Yongbao will also extend its services to the
existing customer base of Yongbao.

1.2.2 About cryptocurrency:
On January 6th, 2021, SOS announced that it had reached an employment agreement
with Dr. Yan Huazhong to set up a new wholly-owned subsidiary SOS Digital Technologies Inc.,
to be led by Yan Huazhong.
On February 23 and 24, 2021, SOS received the first and second shipments of 5000
encrypted coin mining machines, each with 175p BTC hash computing power and 350G ETH
hash computing power.

According to the power consumption of 150000W of 10,000 mining machines, the
basic electricity cost of bitcoin mining machine is 0.22 million 0.28 yuan / KWh. Calculated
conservatively at 0.28 yuan ($0.0434) / KWh, it may actually be lower, and the 10% increase in
mining difficulty is expected to increase net income by about $27.36 million a year. This only
calculates mining revenue and does not calculate the application of this calculation to other

business sectors actually carried out by SOS. Although the price of cryptocurrency has fallen in a
short period of time, the long-term return on investment is still very substantial.
With the resource support of the exploitation strategy, SOS can also be described as
painstaking. On February 25, 2021, SOS signed a final agreement with Leibodong Hydropower
Station ("Leibodong") in Hejiang County, Luzhou City, Sichuan Province, under which Leibodong
will provide SOS with electricity and space to accommodate three years of encryption mining
equipment. Leibo Cave will provide free space or leased space to SOS, estimated to be about
1350 square meters (about 14531.28 square feet) to accommodate 3500 sets of encrypted
mining equipment. The rent is about 3.5 yuan per square meter per month. SOS's savings on the
project have been rewarded, and it is believed that it is reasonable for SOS to continue to look
for cheap and sustainable power resources in 2021 to support the cloud-plus coin mining
strategy.

III. Preliminary achievements of the transformation
According to preliminary estimates of some financial performance in fiscal 2020 disclosed on its
website, after it stopped its traditional peer-to-peer lending business, focusing on providing marketingrelated data to customers such as insurance companies, financial institutions, medical institutions, medical
insurance providers and other service providers in the emergency service industry, annual revenue in 2020 is
expected to be about $49.5 million, an increase of 451 per cent over 2019. Gross profit margin is expected
to be about 9%, up from 5% last year, and US GAAP net profit is about $3.1 million. Handing over such an
answer in the year when COVID-19 's epidemic raged can fully reflect the success of SOS transformation!

IV. The company's future prospects
With the popularity of COVID-19 vaccine and economic recovery in 2021, it is believed that SOS will be
able to implement the acquisition of national insurance brokers as soon as possible. As mentioned above, it
can not only increase the company's qualification with a valuation of more than 30 million yuan, but also
have dozens or even hundreds of regional insurance professional agencies and insurance brokers at the
same time! And with the advent of the global cryptocurrency craze in 2021, it is believed that SOS's
cryptocurrency sector will also achieve excellent results under the leadership of Dr. Yan Huazhong.
To sum up, our organization gives a stock valuation of $40 for SOS.
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